
Google Analytics 

4 migration checklist
Google Analytics 4 - It’s new, and it’s TOTALLY different from its 

predecessor (Universal Analytics/GA3). And (like it or not), it’s the 

future of free website tracking and reporting.

In this short guide, you can check if you are fully prepared 

for data migration to GA4.
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Make sure you’re collecting data properly. You also want to ensure that 
you have parity between the data in your new GA4 property and your 
Universal Analytics (GA3) account. Your numbers won’t be a one-tone 
match. But, they should be reasonably close - within 1-2% of each other.

Make some enhancements to your data collection. Start with the classic: 
Filtering internal traffic from showing up in your reports.

Create custom events. In GA4, you can turn any of your website events 
(pageviews, video views, page scrolls, etc.) into conversions. 

Over the next year, GA4 is going to evolve rapidly. To stay up to date 
with the most recent changes to GA4, refer to the “What's New in 
Google Analytics 4” page.

Link you GA4 account to your Google Ads account.

Set up parallel tracking to prevent any data loss from your existing 
GA3 property.

3.

Some of the features you love from GA3 may not be available yet. 
However, you still want to identify your mission-critical data now. 
Identifying your “must-have” features will help you create a blueprint 
for the GA4 account you want to build.

Here’s a list of features that are vital to any Google Analytics account. 
Select the ones that are MOST important to you:

These are the “must-have” reporting features that I need in GA4:

Look through your GA3 account to make a note of the reports you find 
most useful.

1.

2.

This checklist will come in handy when you begin to customize your 
new GA4 property. Think of this as your roadmap for the future.

Checklist

Campaign Tracking
Channel Groupings
Event Tracking

Content Groupings
Goals
E-Commerce Reports
Enhanced E-Commerce


